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We present a tetraquark interpretation of the harged bottomonium-like
states Zb (10610) and
(10650), observed by the Belle ollaboration in the  (nS ) (n = 1; 2; 3) and  hb (mP )
( = 1; 2) invariant mass spe tra from the data taken near the peak of the (5S ). In this framework,
the underlying pro esses involve
the
produ tion and de ays of a ve tor tetraquark
Yb (10890), e+ e !



Yb (10890) ! [Zb (10610) ; Zb (10650) ℄ followed by the de ays [Zb (10610); Zb (10650)℄ !
  (nS );   hb (mP ). Combining the ontributions from the meson loops and an e e tive Hamiltonian, we are able to reprodu e the observed masses of the Zb (10610) and Zb (10650). The analysis
presented here is in agreement with the Belle data and provides ru ial tests of the tetraquark
hypothesis. We also al ulate the orresponding meson loop e e ts in the harm se tor and nd
them dynami ally suppressed. TheP Charged harmonium-like states Z  (3752) and Z  (3882)
an be
sear hed for in thede ays of the J = 1 tetraquark stateY (4260) via
Y (4260) ! Z  (3752) 
and Y (4260) ! Z (3882) , with the subsequent de ays (Z (3752); Z  (3882)) ! (J= ; h ) .
PACS numbers: 14.40Pq, 13.66B , 14.40.Rt

Re ently Belle [1℄ (updating a previous publi ation [2℄)
reported the measurement of the  (nS )(n = 1; 2; 3)
and  hb (mP )(m = 1; 2) invariant mass spe tra from
the data taken near the peak of the (5S ) resonan e
in the pro esses e+e ! (nS )+  and e+ e !
hb (mP ) +  , in whi h two harged bottomonium-like
states Zb (10610) and Zb (10650) are dis overed. Hereafter, these states will be abbreviated to Zb and Zb0 , respe tively. The masses and de ay widths averaged over
the ve di erent nal states are in MeV [1℄:
mZ 
b

Zb

= 10607:2  2:0 ;
= 18:4  2:4 ;

mZ 0
b

Zb0

= 10652:2  1:5 ;
= 11:5  2:2 :

The angular distribution analysis indi ates that the
quantum numbers of both Zb and Zb0 are I G (J P ) =
1+ (1+ ). These states defy a standard bottomonium assignment, as in the valen e approximation they onsist
of four quarks bubd (and harge onjugates).
Due to the proximity of the Zb and Zb0 masses with the
  and B  B  thresholds [3℄, it has been proposed that
BB
the former ould be realized as S -wave B B  and B  B 
mole ular states, respe tively [4{10℄. In this s enario, the
heavy quark spin stru ture of the Zb and Zb0 is expe ted
to mimi that of the orresponding meson pairs
p
jZb0 i = (0bb 1qq 1bb 0qq)= 2;
p
jZb i = (0bb 1qq + 1bb 0qq)= 2;
(1)
where 0 and 1 denotes the para and ortho- states with
negative parity, respe tively. One anti ipates the mass
splitting to follow mZb  mZb0 mZb = mB mB ' 46
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MeV, in neat agreement with the observed value mZb =
(452:5) MeV [1℄. Moreover, the stru ture in Eq. (1) predi ts that Zb and Zb0 should have the same de ay width,
whi h is approximately in agreement with the data.
Despite these striking patterns, the fa t that both Zb
and Zb0 lie nominally above their respe tive thresholds by
about 2 MeV reveals a tension with the mole ular interpretation. If onsolidated by more pre ise experiments,
this feature may be ome a serious problem in this approa h, as a one-pion ex hange potential, whi h would
produ e su h a bound state, does not support an S -wave
  resonan e above threshold in an e e tive eld theBB
ory [11℄. Also, the measured total de ay widths appear
mu h too large ompared to the naively expe ted ones
for loosely bound states, and this suggests that both Zb
and Zb0 are ompa t hadrons. In addition, the measured
ross se tions in question are too big to be interpreted in
terms of the de ays (5S ) ! ((nS ); hb (mP ))+  .
In this paper, we pursue a di erent ansatz in whi h the
observed pro esses arise from the produ tion and de ays
of a ve tor tetraquark Yb (10890) [12{14℄, having a (BreitWigner) resonant mass of [10888:4+22::76(stat)  1:2(syst)℄
MeV and a width of [30:7+87::30(stat)  3:1(syst)℄ MeV
[15, 16℄. The mass and, in parti ular, the de ay width
of Yb (10890) di er from the Parti le Data Group entries
assigned to the (5S ) [3℄. We propose that the states
Zb and Zb0 seen in the de ays of Yb (10890) are themselves
harged tetraquark andidates having the avor on guration [bu℄[bd℄ (and harge onjugates) (see Refs. [17, 18℄
for earlier suggestions along these lines). Their neutral
isospin ounterparts with I3 = 0 have J P C = 1+ and
their masses were al ulated in the e e tive Hamiltonian
approa h in [12℄. Ignoring the small isospin-breaking effe ts [12, 19℄, Zb and Zb0 have the same masses as those of
their neutral ounterparts. As shown below, these estimates yield a too large value for mZb ompared to the
Belle measurement.
However, threshold e e ts and ommon de ay han-

2
nels may play an important role beyond what an be
des ribed by the onstituent quark model and its trans ribed form adopted in [19℄ to work out the spe tros opi aspe ts for the tetraquark states. In parti ular,
two hadroni states having the same quantum numbers
may mix due to dynami al e e ts, leading to di eren es
in their masses and de ay widths. Typi ally, the resulting mass shift is dominated by de ays to the ommon
states and re e ts the partial widths to these states. A
ase in point here is the mass di eren e between the D0
and D 0 , whi h is dominated by su h ommon de ay hannels, and is usually al ulated by the meson loops, as di tated by the opti al theorem [20℄. Following essentially
the same line of argument, we quantify this e e t for
the two harged-bottomonium-like states Zb and Zb0 .
We re al ulate the masses of Zb and Zb0 states by taking
into a ount the meson loop ontributions involving the
Zweig-allowed two-body intermediate states B B  , B  B  ,
hb (mP ) , (nS ) and b . Theoreti al estimates presented here a ount for the observed masses; in parti ular, the pre isely measured mass di eren e mZb is reprodu ed in terms of the partial de ay widths of Zb and
Zb0 . This an be tested in future when the partial deay widths are measured pre isely. In our approa h, the
mass eigenstates Zb and Zb0 are rotated with respe t to
the tetraquark spin states Z~b and Z~b0 , and we determine
this mixing angle.
We also work out the orresponding meson loop e e ts
for the harged harmonium-like states Z  and Z 0 , with
ea h one of them belonging to an isotriplet. The masses
of the ele tri ally neutral states have been al ulated
and are predi ted to have typi al values m(Z ) = 3752
MeV and m(Z 0 ) = 3882 MeV [19℄. Ignoring the small
isospin-breaking e e ts, these estimates apply for the
harged ounterparts Z  and Z 0 as well. We nd
that the meson-loop e e ts are in this ase dynamially suppressed, as detailed below. However, we do
expe t that the produ tion and de ays of the Z  and
Z 0 will essentially mimi the patterns seen for their
bottomonium ounterparts Zb and Zb0 . In parti ular,
Z  and Z 0 , whi h are not measured so far, an be
sear hed for in the de ays of the neutral J P C = 1
state Y (4260), via the pro esses Y (4260) ! Z (3752)
and Y (4260) ! Z  (3882), with the subsequent deays (Z  (3752); Z (3882)) ! (J= ; h ) .
We start with the lassi ation of the Z~b and Z~b0
tetraquark states in terms of the spin and orbital angular momentum of the onstituent diquark and antidiquark. The on ept of diquark was introdu ed by Gellmann in his epo hal paper on quarks [21℄ and sin e then
has been widely dis ussed in the literature (for reviews
on diquarks, see Refs. [22, 23℄). A diquark has positive
parity and may be a s alar (spin-0, or \good" diquark) or
an axial-ve tor (spin-1, or \bad" diquark) [24{26℄ and is
assumed to be a olor antitriplet 3 . The states Z~b and Z~b0
arise from the produ tion and de ays of Yb (10890), identi ed with a linear ombination of the two tetraquark
states Y[bq℄ = [bq℄[bq℄ (q = u; d) having the spin and or-

bital momentum quantum numbers: S[bq℄ = 0, S[bq℄ = 0,
S[bq℄[bq℄ = 0, L[bq℄[bq℄ = 1, with the total spin J[bq℄[bq℄ =
1 [12℄. We shall be using a non-relativisti notation to
hara terize the tetraquark states jS[bq℄ ; S[bq℄ ; J[bq℄[bq℄ i, in
whi h a matrix representation of the interpolating operators is used in terms of the
p 2  2 Pauli Tmatrii espi
(i = 1; 2; 3): 0[QQ℄ p QT 2 Q= 2, 1[QQp
℄  Q 2  Q= 2
 i Q= 2, Q being any

2, 1QQ  Q
and 0QQ  QQ=
quark. The two tetraquark spin states Z~b and Z~b0 are
represented as
 p
jZ~b i = 0[bq℄ 1[bq℄ 1[bq℄ 0[bq℄ = 2;
jZ~b0 i = 1[bq℄ 1[bq℄ :
(2)
Performing a Fierz transformation, the avor and spin
ontent in the bb qq and bq qb produ t spa e an be
made expli it:
p
jZ~b i = ( 1bb 0qq + 0bb 1qq)= 2 = 1bq 1qb ;
p
jZ~b0 i = (1bb 0qq + 0bb 1qq)= 2
p
(3)
= (1bq 0qb + 0bq 1qb )= 2:
Eq. (3) shows that the Z~b and Z~b0 have similar oupling
strengths with di erent nal states. The labels 0bq and
1bq in Eq. (3) an be viewed as B and B  , respe tively.
It follows that Z~b ouples to B  B  state while Z~b0 ouples
to B B  . We stress that this identi ation is in ontrast
with the mole ular interpretation, in whi h the transition
~b0 ! B B  + h: : is forbidden by the spin symmetry sin e
Z
~b0 is assumed to be essentially a B  B  mole ule [4℄. This
Z
di eren e an be tested in the future and is of great importan e in order to distinguish between the tetraquark
and the hadroni mole ule interpretations.
In the e e tive Hamiltonian approa h, the 2  2 mass
matrix for the S -wave 1+ tetraquarks M^ is given by [19℄
^
M



3
= 2m[bq℄ + 
2

qq + bb

2



I+



a b
b a



; (4)

where I is a 2  2 unit matrix, a = =2+(bq )3 bq and
b = qq bb . In the above (bq )3 a ounts for the spinspin intera tion between the quarks inside the diquark
and antidiquark, qq and bb are the ouplings a ounting
for the intera tion between the the quarks in the diquark
to the antiquarks in the antidiquark, and  is the mass
di eren e between the spin-1 and spin-0 diquarks. Using
the default values of the parameters [12, 13℄ (in units of
MeV)
= 5:75; (bq )3 = 6; (5)
yields the diquark mass m[bq℄ ' 5200 MeV (from the
Yb (10890) mass). The value of  is un ertain, with  '
200 MeV for the light quarks [26℄. Redu ing its value
drasti ally for the and b quarks will redu e the level
spa ing of the orresponding tetraquark states for whi h
the experimental eviden e is rather sparse. Due to the
la k of data, we adopt an admittedly somewhat arbitrary
qq

= 79:5;

bb

= 9;

bq

3
range  = (120  30) MeV for our numeri al al ulations.
These parameters yield the following values for the two
harged tetraquark masses and the mass di eren e
+35
+53
mZb = (10443 36)MeV; mZ 0 = (10628 54)MeV;
b
p
mZb = 2 a2 + b2 = (185+21
18)MeV: (6)
We note that the predi tion for mZb given above is
mu h larger than the experimental data, and there is no
easy- x for this mismat h at hand in terms of the parameters in the e e tive Hamiltonian. Sin e this Hamiltonian [19℄ adequately des ribes the mass spe trum of
the exoti states dis overed in the harm se tor, we ontinue to use this as our starting point and argue that
additional dynami al ontributions to the mass matrix
arise from the meson loops.
With this premise, the renormalized masses an be obtained by omputing the two-point fun tions. At the oneloop level, the self-energy orre tions to the unperturbed
propagator (p2 )g , depi ted in Fig. 1, are written as
i(g 
p p =p2 )
i(g 
p p =p2 )
i(p2 )g
: (7)
^2
^2
p2
M
p2
M
Taking the hb  state as an example, we nd
Z 1
gZ~ (0) h  g ~ (0)
h
 i
b Zb hb 
(s) = b
; (8)
dxs

1
log
(4)2
2
0
where  = x2 s xs + xm2 + (1 x)m2hb i, and the
oupling onstants appearing above are de ned through
the hadroni intera tion
L =  g ~(0)   Z~b(0)  hb  + h: ::
(9)
Zb hb 

In deriving (s), the MS s heme in the unitarity gauge
has been used to remove the UV divergen e with the
s ale   mZ (0) . We re all that the real parts of
b
(s) ontribute to the mass matrix, while the imaginary parts of (s) are related to the de ay widths
of Z~b and Z~b0 . In parti ular, the transitions Z~b !
((nS ); hb (mP ); b (nS )) ! Z~b0 ontribute to the o diagonal terms in the 2  2 mass matrix and provide signi ant e e ts on the mixing of the two tetraquark-spin
eigenstates.
The meson loop orre tions due to the di erent
hadroni hannels an be viewed as renormalizing the
\bare" mass for the states predi ted in the onstituent
tetraquark model. We are interested in the relative mass
shifts whi h are re e ted by the genuine part of the loop
ontributions Regen (s). These an be obtained by a
subtra tion pro edure at a suitable mass s ale s0 [27℄:
Regen (s) = Re(s) Re(s0 ):

(10)

Setting the s ale s0 needs a pres ription. It is reasonable to hoose s0 as the mass squared of the lowest lying
bound state for a given quark avor, whi h we take as the
J P C = 0++ s alar tetraquark state. A di erent hoi e,

Υ(nS), hb(mP ), ηb(nS)

B̄ ∗
(′)

(′)

Z̃b

Z̃b

Z̃b′

Z̃b

B (∗)

π, ρ

(a)

(b)

FIG. 1. Two-body meson-loop orre tions to the()fun tion
(s) de ned in Eq. (8). The intermediate states B B ontribute only to the diagonal terms in the mass matrix while
(nS ), hb (mP ) and b (nS ) ontribute to both the diagonal and non-diagonal terms.
namely s0 = 4m2[bq℄, will slightly modify our results and
the e e ts aused by the ambiguity in s0 will be in orporated in estimating the systemati un ertainties in our
approa h.
In luding the loop orre tions, we now have the following stru ture for the 2  2 mass matrix
M

= M^ +

X

i



i

Z~b
q i
Z~b Z~b0
i i

q

Z~b Z~b0 
i i
;
Z~b0
i

(11)

where i runs over the two-body hannels shown in Fig. 1;
the oeÆ ients i (s; s0 ) are de ned as
i (s; s0 ) 

Regen (s)
2 Im(s)

(12)

;

in whi h s is taken as the physi al mass squared from
the data and Regen (s) is determined as in Eq. (10).
The sign in the (nS ) ontributions to the o -diagonal
terms is reversed due to the spin symmetry as shown in
Eq. (3). In the ase of open bottom mesons, the B B  loop
impa ts on M22 while B  B  modi es M11 . Note, that
via the opti al theorem the imaginary parts are dire tly
related to the de ay widths, and our parametrization in
Eq. (11) makes this manifest.
Choosing the subtra tion point as s0 = [(10:385 
0:05)GeV℄2 , whi h orresponds to the mass of the lowest
(0++ ) tetraquark state with a hidden bb quark ontent,
we estimate the following values for the oeÆ ients i
(ignoring errors on the smaller i s):
hb (2P )

45

+11
10

b 

hb (1P )

1:1 3  1

B B 

1:1 :

For the analysis of (nS ) ontribution, the Lagrangian
L = gV Z (0)  V  Zb(0)  with V = Yb ; (nS ) gives
b

Z
gZ~ (0) (nS ) g ~(0)
Zb (nS ) 1 h
b
dx
(4)2
0

(s) =
+



log 2
2
2m(nS)


 i
;
2
2m(nS)

log



2

(13)

4
Lagrangian with the derivative of the pion eld whi h is
inspired by the hiral symmetry
$
L = gV Z (0)  V  i   Zb(0) i  ;
(15)
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FIG. 2. Dependen e of the oeÆ ients i on the subtra tion s ale s0 al ulated with the Lagrangian in Eq. (15).
The frames (a) to (g) orrespond to the intermediate states
i = (1S ); (2S ); (3S ); hb (1P ); hb (2P ); b ; BB  ,
respe tively.
with  = x2 s xs + xm2 + (1 x)m2(nS)
relevant oeÆ ients are predi ted as

i

(1S) = 0:01; (2S) = 0:1;
(3S) = 1:3:

and the

(14)

The expression for ontributions from the Zb( ) ! b 
hannel is similarly obtained by repla ing the ve tor
(nS ) by  and the pseudos alar  by b .
Instead of the Lagrangian spe i ed above, using the
0


1)2 log 2


)

:

(16)

This expression yields larger values for the oeÆ ients
(nS) :
(1S) = 0:7; (2S) = 2:1;
(17)
(3S) = 6:5:
It should be noted that these numbers are mu h larger
than the ones in Eq. (14), due to the fa t that the pion
momentum oming
from the derivative in Eq. (15) is
0)
(
small in the Zb rest frame and thus suppresses the partial de ay width and hen e the denominator in the de nition of i as in Eq. (12).
The dependen e of these oeÆ ients on the subtra tion
s ale is shown in Fig. 2, where the Lagrangian in Eq. (15)
has been used. The striking result is that the oeÆ ient
hb (2P ) dominates by far all the others. The main reason for the dominan e of the oeÆ ient hb (2P ) is that
the limited phase spa e and the p-wave de ay hara ter
of Zb(0) ! hb (2P ) result in a omparably small value for
the imaginary part of (s) ompared to its real part. In
Ref. [28℄, Belle ollaboration has reported the measurements of the ross se tions for e+ e ! (nS )+  and
e+ e ! hb (mP ) +  near the peak of the (5S ) resonan e. Using the nal state (2S )+  as normalization, they found that the ratios of the various ross se tions are typi ally all of order 1. Thus, the partial widths
for the di erent nal states listed are omparable, whi h
suggests a value of O(1) MeV for ea h of them [1℄. Thus,
the domination of the hb (2P ) hannel in the meson-loop
orre tions to the 1+ mass matrix is a onsequen e of
this hannel having the largest oeÆ ient and the anti ipated sizable partial de ay width of Zb(0) ! hb (2P ).
This is worked out quantitatively later.
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4. Constrained partial de ay widths from the Zb and
Zb0 masses measured by Belle. The left-hand panel shows
the onstraint on the partial de ay widths of the tetraquark
eigenstates Z~b and Z~b0 . The ir ular (green) ontour is obtained by the mass di eren e mZb = 452:5 MeV, while the
slanted verti al (blue) band results from the averaged mass
(mZb + mZb0 )=2 = 10629:7  2:5 MeV for the default values
 = 120 MeV and hb (2P ) = 45. In the0 right-hand panel, the
orresponding onstraints on Zb and Zb partial de ay widths
are depi ted. The solid (bla k) region results from default
values, while the extended (red) region is obtained by varying
these two parameters, as stated in the text.
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FIG. 3. Dependen e of the oeÆ ients
i for hadroni de ay
hannels of the harmonium-like Z (0 ) states on the subtra tion
s ale s0 al ulated with the Lagrangian in Eq. (15). The
panels (a) to (e) orrespond to the intermediate states i =
J= ; (2S ); h ;  ; DD , respe tively.
For omparison, we have performed the same al ulation for the hidden- harm tetraquark states whose masses
are al ulated in the onstituent diquark model by Maiani et al. [19℄, predi ting the masses of the two 1+ 
hidden tetraquark states as
(18)
mZ = 3:752 GeV; mZ 0 = 3:882 GeV:
This yields a mass di eren e mZ = 130 MeV. Ignoring the isospin symmetry breaking e e ts, typi ally a few
MeV, the above estimates hold also for the harged ounterparts. Sin e the above masses are very lose to the
estimate of the mass of the lightest s alar J P C = 0++
tetraquark state, mS = 3:723 GeV [19℄, the genuine
meson-loop ontributions, after subtra tion, are expe ted
to be small. We show the orresponding oeÆ ients for
various hadroni hannels in Fig. 3, where in order to determine the imaginary part the mass for the higher 1+
state has been used as the physi al mass. A striking differen e between the oeÆ ients shown in Figs. 2 and 3

is the absen e of the oeÆ ient h (2P ) in Fig. 3, as the
de ays Z (0) ! h (2P ) are not allowed kinemati ally.
Assuming that the partial de ay widths in the various
hannels J= ; (2S ); h (1P );   et . are of order 1
MeV, as in the de ays of the Zb(0) , we anti ipate that the
orre tions due to the meson loops in the Z - Z 0 mixing are also typi ally of the same order, namely order
1 MeV, hen e not signi ant. Thus, unlike the masses
of the Zb -Zb0 omplex, the masses for the hidden- harm
tetraquarks al ulated in Ref. [19℄ are not expe ted to be
signi antly modi ed by meson-loop e e ts.
As already remarked, the 1+ relatives of the Zb and
0
Zb states in the harm se tor, Z and Z 0 , in our model are
expe ted to be produ ed in the de ays of a 1 hiddenharm tetraquark. The state Y (4260) ts the bill. The
enhan ement of the ross se tions for e+ e ! J= + 
and e+e ! h +  seen by the CLEO ollaboration at
the enter-of-mass energy around 4.26 GeV [29℄ is very
likely a signature of their existen e. In order to on rm
or negate this s anrio, we suggest our experimental olleagues to s an over this mass region more pre isely.
Returning to the dis ussion of the mass di eren e of
the 1+ tetraquarks in the hidden bb se p
tor, we note that
it is approximately given as mZb = 2 q
a02 + b02 , where
0
~
~
Zb
Z
Z~b Z~b0 and i
0
a0 = a
i
i( i b
i )=2, b = b
i i
denotes hb (2P ), as we keep only the dominant ontribution. The orresponding mass eigenstates are
jZb i = os Zb jZ~b i sin Zb jZ~b0 i;
jZ 0 i = sin Z jZ~b i + os Z jZ~0 i;
(19)
b

b

b

b

with Zb = tan 1 [b0 =(a0 + mZb =2)℄.
In Fig. 4, we show the onstrained partial de ay widths
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from the masses observed by Belle. The left panel shows
the onstraints on the widths of the tetraquark mass
eigenstates Z~b(0) for the default values of  and hb (2P ) .
~0
In the spin-symmetry limit, Zi~b and Zi b are equal. As
seen in this panel, the resulting ontours interse t at two
regions, the lower one of whi h implies large symmetry
breaking e e ts and hen e is not entertained any further.
The upper region in whi h the two ouplings di er by approximately 40% is further analyzed. In the right-hand
panel, the orresponding onstraints on the Zb and Zb0
partial de ay widths are depi ted. The bla k region denotes the default values of  and i given above, while
the extended (red) region is obtained by the variations of
these two parameters in the ranges  = (120  30)MeV
and hb (2P ) = 45+11
10. Based on this, we estimate
+13 Æ
Zb = ( 19 17 ) ;
(Zb ! hb (2P )) = (1:7+11::32)MeV;
(Zb0 ! hb (2P )) = (2:5+21::55)MeV:
(20)
We note that the mixing angle is small, implying that the
mass eigenstates are lose to their respe tive tetraquark
spin states. From the partial widths given above, we
extra t the relative strength of the oupling onstants
+1:1
rhb (2P )  jgZ 0 hb (2P ) =gZb hb (2P ) j = 1:2 0:5 : (21)
b
In the Belle data [1℄, the ratio rhb (2P ) is not measured dire tly; what is reported is the ratio ai eii 
gYb Z 0   gZ 0 i =(gYb Zb   gZb i ), whi h are produ ts of the
b
b
produ tion and the orresponding de ay amplitudes of
the Zb and Zb0 in the given nal states. The updated
:4
value in [1℄ is ahb (2P ) = 1:6+00::6+0
4 0:6. An analysis to
estimate the relative amplitudes in all ve nal states reported in Table I in [1℄ is in progress in the tetraquark
ontext. We anti ipate that the ouplings in the produ tion amplitudes involving Zb and Zb0 are similar, i.e.,
jgYb Zb0  j ' jgYb Zb  j and hen e rhb (2P ) = ahb (2P ) , in
agreement with the Belle data.
Using the Lagrangian given in Eqs. (9) and (15),
we have the following amplitudes for the de ays Yb !
(nS )+  and Yb ! hb (mP )+ 
iM(Yb ! (nS ) +  ) = AnZb + igYb Zb  gZb (nS )

(nS)+ )
(nS)+ + a

Yb  (nS ) (BWZb
(nS) ei(nS) BWZb0
(m2Yb p2(nS)+ )(p2(nS)+ m2(nS) ) + (+ !  ) ;
+
0
iM(Yb ! hb (mP )  ) = AnZb
igYb Zb  gZb hb  

hb (mP )+



2 p2
Yb phb (mP ) h (mP ) p+ (mYb
hb (mP )+ )[BWZb
b
+
+ahb (mP ) eihb (mP ) BWhZbb0(mP ) ℄ + (+ !  ) ; (22)

with BWiZ (0) = [p2i m2Z (0) + imZ (0) Z (0) ℄ 1 : Belle meab
b
b
b
surements show that the ai s are roughly 1 within errors,
while the phases i are lose to either 0 or 180Æ, though
the errors are rather large. It is worth pointing out that
the momentum dependen e arising from the intera tion

Lagrangian given in Eq. (15) are not taken into a ount
in the parametrization adopted by Belle. Although the
relative strength of the amplitudes, namely ai eii , is not
a e ted, the  (nS ) and  hb (mP ) spe trum distributions will be modi ed. AnZb and A0nZb refer to the
non-Zb(0) amplitudes in the indi ated nal states.
The stru ture of AnZb was worked out in the
tetraquark pi ture in great detail in Refs. [13, 14℄.
As opposed to the amplitudes involved in typi al dipioni heavy Quarkonia transitions, su h as (4S ) !
(1S )+  , whi h are modeled after the Zweigsuppressed QCD multipole expansion [30℄, the amplitudes for the de ays Yb (10890) ! (nS )+  are not
Zweig-forbidden, and hen e they are signi ant. In addition, they lead to a resonant stru ture in the  invariant mass spe trum. This is most marked in the
(1S )+  mode in the form of the resonan es f0 (980)
and f2 (1270). The measured dipioni invariant mass
spe tra by Belle in these nal states is in onformity with
the predi tions [13, 14℄. On the other hand, the amplitudes A0nZb in the de ays Yb (10890) ! hb (mP )+  are
expe ted to be neither resonant nor numeri ally signifi ant. Only the transition Yb (10890) ! hb (1P )f0 (980)
is marginally allowed, heavily suppressed by the phase
spa e and the P -wave de ay hara ter. The state f0 (600)
(or (600)) ontributes, in prin iple. However, as this is a
very broad resonan e, the higher mass part is again suppressed by the phase spa e and hen e the ontribution
of the f0 (600) in the de ay Yb (10890) ! hb (1P )f0 (600)
is both small and diÆ ult to dis ern. This feature is
also in a ord with the Belle data [1℄. Finally, we note
that the absen e of any anomalous produ tion of the
states ((nS )+  ; hb (mP )+  ) in the de ays of the
bottomonium state (11020) [16℄ is anti ipated in the
tetraquark pi ture, as opposed to the hadroni mole ular interpretation of the Zb and Zb0 for whi h the de ays
(11020) ! Zb(0)  ! (nS )+  ; hb (mP )+  are
expe ted to be enhan ed by the larger phase spa e ompared to the orresponding de ays from the (5S ).
In summary, we have presented a tetraquark interpretation of the two observed states Zb (10610) and

Zb (10650). Combining the e e tive diquark-antidiquark
Hamiltonian with the meson-loop indu ed e e ts, we
are able to a ount for the observed masses in terms
of the de ay widths for the dominant hannel Zb(0) !
hb (2P )  , obtaining a ratio for the relative de ay amplitudes in the de ays Zb(0) ! hb (mP ) whi h agrees
with the Belle data. Together with the resonant  stru ture in the de ay modes Yb (10890) ! (nS )+  , rst
worked out in [13, 14℄, this Letter provides additional
support to the tetraquark hypothesis involving the states


Yb (10890), Zb (10610) and Zb (10650). Pre ise spe tros opi measurements foreseen at the Super-B fa tories
and at the LHC will provide de nitive answers to several
issues raised here and will help resolve the urrent and
long-standing puzzles in the exoti bottomonium se tor.
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